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ABSTRACT 

The article forms a comprehensive understanding of the role of investment strategy in the 

methodological field of strategic management. The leading elements of the structure of the 

investment strategy fo behavior of service com r service companies are identified and classified, 

and it is proposed to identify four types of investment panies in the market. The strategic chart of 

the service company was formed on the basis of strategic perspectives. 
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INTRODUCTION 

In the current global environment any national economy needs to be more dynamic and 

able to quickly adapt to changes in the global market environment, which will allow it to achieve 

high economic growth in the future. One of the prerequisites for achieving this goal is to increase 

the ability of the real sector of the economy to attract investment and introduce advanced 

technologies. This problem can be solved by implementing a strategic planning system in 

investment activities for service companies. 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Significant contribution to the development of the theoretical base of strategic 

management of the formation of functional strategies was made by such scientists as (Arnold, 

2010; O’Donohoe et al., 2010; Kaplan et al., 2001). Applied aspects of the investment activity of 

companies and the development of investment strategies are presented in detail in the scientific 

works (Dietel, 2007; Krosinsky & Robbins, 2012; Nofsinger, 2017). For all the importance of 
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research into the issues of investment strategies, there are a number of unresolved 

methodological issues associated with evaluating the choice of a strategy that would provide a 

sound analytical basis and ensure the steady growth of a company. 

METHODOLOGY 

The methodology of our research is formed on the basis of fundamental concepts of 

strategic management: 1) the strategic planning process is a series of steps: analysis, goal setting 

and choice; 2) functional strategies (investment strategies) are built on a hierarchical basis; all 

structural divisions can have their own strategies, coordinated with one another and integrated 

into the company development strategy as a whole; 3) strategic planning is a continuous process 

of plan formulation, implementation and adjustment. 

FINDINGS AND DISCUSSIONS 

The active development of the investment potential of service companies is connected 

with the strategic planning of the investment activity. From the authors' point of view, the 

investment strategy is a system of goals of investment activity and ways of their achievement on 

the basis of forecasting of conditions of external and internal investment environment, and also a 

system of monitoring of business results (Ackert & Deaves, 2009; Bachher & Monk, 2013). Key 

elements of the investment strategy structure are presented in Figure 1. 

In the current practice of service companies we can distinguish the following types of 

investment behavior: conservative, moderately conservative, moderately aggressive and 

aggressive. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

FIGURE 1 

KEY ELEMENTS OF THE STRUCTURE OF AN INVESTMENT STRATEGY OF 

SERVICE COMPANIES 

The selection of the type of investment behavior of a service company is based on the 

problems of the possibility of correlation of different investment projects in a portfolio or 
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strategic program and the eligibility of choosing the investment projects with the best 

profitability. Variants of acceptable types of investment behavior (in the author's version) are 

shown in Figure 2. 
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FIGURE 2 

DETERMINING THE TYPE OF INVESTMENT BEHAVIOR OF SERVICE 

COMPANIES 

1 The aggressive type of behavior illustrates the continuity of both possibilities (possibility to optimize 

profitability and possibility to optimize portfolio structure), which requires constant adjustment of the 

investment strategy. 

2 The moderately aggressive type of investment behavior requires constant monitoring of investment 

projects in order to identify the most profitable and include them in the investment portfolio. 

3 The moderately conservative behavior requires constant monitoring of investment risk. 

4 The conservative type of investment behavior requires passive monitoring. 

It is advisable to start developing a system of investment goals with the identification of 

investment opportunities or investment potential of the company (Brown et al., 2012). The 

assessment of investment potential should be made in the following main areas: potential of 

formation of investment resources of a service company; efficiency of investment activity; the 

quality of investment management; assessment of the risk level of the implemented investment 

programs and projects, as well as financial investments. In order to adequately identify projects 

that are worthy of further consideration it is necessary to formulate strategic investment goals 

that will depend on the overall business strategy (Karpenko et al., 2018; Drobyazko et al., 2019; 

Durmanov et al., 2019). 

In the context of economic transformations and limited pricing, of all strategies we 

consider most appropriate for service companies a strategy aimed at minimizing costs (“cost 

leadership”) due to the monopolistic nature of infrastructure. Therefore, the main goal of the 

investment activity of a service company should be to create opportunities to provide a range of 

services that are not provided by competitors but which are thought to have consumer demand 

(Ward & Griffiths, 1996). 

When using a differentiation strategy the main goal of the investment activity strategy is 

to ensure sustainable growth and competitiveness by expanding the range of services provided or 

attracting new client groups. 
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The goal system should be designed so that the goals are clear to every employee of the 

company who will participate in the implementation of the investment strategy (Makedon et al., 

2019). An instrument that will solve this problem should be a strategic chart, which will indicate 

the place of each employee in the system of investment strategy implementation. For service 

companies, due to the high social importance of the economic sphere, the strategic chart should 

be supplemented by a block of socio-economic component, which will reflect all external effects 

from the implementation of the investment strategy. The proposed strategic chart for a service 

company is presented in the Table 1. 

Table 1 

STRATEGIC CHART OF INVESTMENT ACTIVITIES FOR A SERVICE COMPANY 
Strategic 

perspective 
Goal Objectives Indicators 

1. Socio-economic 

component 

Improving the availability and 

quality of services based on return 

on investment 

Revenue and profit growth 
Return on investment 

Revenue growth rate 

Increasing the company life cycle Ensuring sustainable growth Sustainable growth ratio 

Increasing competitiveness 

Expanding the range of 

services provided and 

improving their quality 

Increasing the revenue by 

expanding the range of 

services 

Replacing or upgrading aging 

equipment 

Increasing the productivity of 

assets 

Productivity of assets 

The degree of depreciation of 

fixed assets 

2. Customer 

component 
Reduced customer service time 

Reduced service time per a 

customer 
One customer service time 

Keeping the customer service 

schedule 
One customer service costs 

3. Internal 

business processes 

Increase in the efficiency of the use 

of available resources 
Business cycle optimization 

Percentage of capacity 

utilization 

4. Training and 

growth 
Further training of employees 

Increase in the number of 

employees with professional 

education 

The number of employees 

with professional education 

Mastering of related 

specialties 

The number of employees 

who have mastered new types 

of activity 

The strategic chart enables to determine the goals and objectives for each area, as well as 

the indicators by which the activity of the responsibility centers in each area will be evaluated. A 

system of incentives, direct (bonus system) and (or) indirect (promotion perspectives) is required 

to improve staff efficiency. 

Based on the key indicators of the effectiveness and efficiency of the investment strategy, 

the management of the company should develop criteria for selecting investment projects to 

include them in the investment portfolio of the company. These criteria can be divided into two 

groups: qualitative and quantitative. The qualitative criteria can be referred to: 

1 Compliance of the investment project with the goals and areas of the investment strategy; 

2 Relevance of the project in the current economic situation and the forecasted one; 
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3 Belonging of the project to the investment program provided by the investment strategy; 

4 Presence of innovative solutions in the project; 

5 Presence of alternatives; 

6 Additional effects generated during project implementation (synergism, positive image of a company, 

reduction of staff turnover, creation of incentives for management, reduction of aggregate risk of 

investment activity through diversification); 

a. Possibility to re-profile business processes involved in project implementation; availability of reliable 

information on the evaluation of the investment project (additional expert opinions, certificates). 

The following groups of indicators are referred to quantitative indicators of the 

investment project evaluation: 

1. Investment project risk level indicators (discount rate); 

2. Performance indicators for the project as a whole and participation in the project of individual groups 

of investors (discounted net income, return on investment, return on equity, sustainable growth ratio); 

3. Indicators of the project impact on the operational activities of the company (increase in turnover, 

increase of revenue per 1 euro of investment, intensity of fixed capital); 

4. Indicators of the impact of the investment project on the indicators of financial sustainability of the 

service company (ratio of own and borrowed sources of financing); 

5. Correspondence of the amount of investment needed to the opportunities available to attract 

investment resources over time. 

Thus, the strategy of sustainable development of a service company is based on an 

investment strategy. The developed investment strategy enables a service company to respond 

quickly to changes in the external environment, maintain competitiveness at a high level. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

It is recommended that the assessment of the achievement of the set goals and the 

monitoring of the investment strategy be carried out by comparing actual and planned indicators, 

as well as by defining critical values of key indicators. Monitoring of key indicators will help to 

avoid significant losses, since the reduction of project indicators to a critical point by the 

management of a service company should provide conditions for “exit” from such a project. 

CONCLUSION 

To sum up, the following practical basics in developing a service company investment 

strategy should be highlighted. An investment strategy is a part of the overall business strategy 

and is aimed at making effective use of the available investment potential in the conditions of 

forecasted changes of external and internal investment factors. The development of an 

investment strategy makes it possible to increase efficiency of investment activity and also to 

minimize risks of making wrong decisions. 
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